Faculty Highlights

Congratulations to Professor Chris Karpowitz for achieving Continuing Faculty Status

Congratulations to Professor Sven Wilson on his promotion to Full Professor

Recent op-eds:

Professor Wade Jacoby and BYU alumn Taylor Jacoby published an op-ed in The Salt Tribune on “Raising Utah-European Cooperation.”

Prof Joel Selway recently published an op-ed in the Wall Street Journal entitled “Change the Incentives Behind Burmese Violence.”

Publications:


David Kirkham, lead editor (with Cole Durham and Tore Lindholm) and author of introduction, Islam and Political-Cultural Europe, Ashgate Publishers, United Kingdom, 2012.


Grants and Awards:

The Center for the Study of Europe received a $70,000 grant from the Delegation of the United States of the European Union. The grant is to promote understanding of the EU and will involve BYU students in a number of outreach settings. The grant also emphasizes public education in the context of a strong cross investment relationship between Utah companies and those in Europe. Wade Jacoby will be the principal investigator on this grant.

Earl Fry has been selected to be the first ever “scholar-in-residence” at BYU’s London Centre. He will be doing work on North Atlantic economic competitiveness and sub-state international relations, with emphasis on the upcoming sovereignty referendum in Scotland. This will take place during Winter 2014, depending on the construction schedule for the London Centre.

Dan Nielson, Mike Findley, and Jason Sharman. “Causes of Non-Compliance with International Law: Evidence from a Field Experiment on Financial Transparency” received the 2013 McGillivray Prize for Best Paper in Political Economy.

Presentation:

Tuesday Devotional featuring Professor Kelly Patterson